As clergy of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) in Ohio, we follow a Christ who invites all to the table. Our symbol is a chalice and we practice communion weekly as an essential sacrament in our church expression.

Part of being a church that welcomes all to the table means that we must provide a hospitable environment for all who come to share in the Eucharist. Hospitality is an essential command in the scriptures. We see it from Abraham’s welcoming of angels, throughout the whole of Jesus’ ministry with the poor and marginalized, to the author of Hebrews exhorting us to “show hospitality for strangers: for thereby some have entertained angels unawares.” (Hb 13:2)

For too long, we have been concerned with the comfort of the white church’s place at the table. For those of us who represent white church leadership, we repent of moving at the speed of our white comfort and only making the table as hospitable as we have wanted to. We have failed to listen to the truly expansive and radical call that Jesus not only wants everyone invited to the table, but that Jesus demands that we make everyone’s seat at the table a safe one!

We believe that the table that Jesus sets and invites us to, the table where we celebrate a sacred and holy meal every Sunday is not a table that is confined to sanctuaries on Sunday morning. The Christ we follow was active in the world and the church that claims to follow Him must be active in the world too!

Jesus lays out a blueprint for his ministry in Luke 4:18-19 when he quotes Isaiah, saying:
18 ‘The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
    because he has anointed me
    to bring good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
    and recovery of sight to the blind,
    to let the oppressed go free,
19 to proclaim the year of the Lord’s favor.’

Therefore, as unified clergy, we too choose to bring good news to the poor by advocating for a defunding of the police and a reallocation of those funds to social services, healthcare, education, and community programs that will keep Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) safest.

We too choose to proclaim release to the captives, and will work to stop any new prisons or jails being constructed in our communities, while advocating for increased affordable housing, addiction treatment centers, mental health clinics, and ending homelessness.

For those of us who are white clergy, we commit to dealing with the log of injustice in our own eyes while demanding the removal of the splinters of racial injustice in our society. Black people have been subjected to white violence for far too long and we need to demand that it stop immediately!
For those of us who are Black/Non-White clergy, we commit to continue to speak to the injustices of this society, to let them know that we are “sick and tired of being sick and tired.” We commit to take up the mantle of our forefathers & foremothers to not let their sacrifices be in vain. We commit to demand justice, to demand peace and to demand respect!

As united clergy we sign our names below to state that will work to let the oppressed go free, which means that we demand that Ohio #DefundPolice and we loudly proclaim that #BlackLivesMatter!
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